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Herb Schildt is a leading java, C, C, C, and C specialist and a Windows master programmer. Herb's software books have sold more than 3.5 million copies worldwide and have been translated into all major foreign languages. He is the author of numerous bestsellers in Java, including Java: Full Link, Java: A Beginner's Guide, and Swing:
A Beginner's Guide. Page 2 Swing is a graphical toolkit for java's user interface. The javax.swing package (and its many sub-packages) contains classes that represent interface elements such as windows, buttons, combo boxes, trees, tables and menus - everything you need to create a modern, rich app on the customer's side. Swing is
part of a larger collection of software called Java Foundation Classes (JFC), which includes the following APIs: Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT), original UI toolkit and basic graphics classesSwing, a clean JavaAccessibility user interface toolkit that provides tools to integrate non-standard input and output devices into the user interface of
API2D. that supports the JFC drag metaphor, is one of the biggest and most complex parts of the standard Java platform, so there should be no surprise that we'll take a few chapters to discuss this. In fact, we won't even be able to talk about all this, only the most important parts are-Swing and 2D API. Here's a lay ground: This chapter
covers the basic concepts that need to be understood as to build user interfaces with Swing.Chapter 17 discusses the main components from which user interfaces are built: buttons, lists, text fields, flags, and so on. Chapter 18 dives further into the Swing toolkit, describing text components, trees, tables and other advanced components.
Chapter 19 discusses layout managers who are responsible for organizing components in the window. Chapter 20 discusses the basics of drawing, including the simple display of images. Chapter 21 covers image generation and java.awt.image processing tools. We will throw in audio and video for good measure. We can't cover all the
functionality of Swing in this book; If you want the whole story, see Java Swing Mark Loy, Robert Eckstein, Dave Wood, Brian Cole, and James Elliott (O'Reilly). Instead, we'll cover the basic tools you're likely to use, and show some examples of what you can do with some of the more advanced features. Figure 16-1 shows the user
interface components classes of the javax.swing package. To understand Swing, it helps to understand its predecessor, As the name suggests, AWT is an abstraction. Like the rest of Java, it was designed to be portable; its functionality is the same for all Java implementations. However, people usually expect their apps to have a
consistent look and and it's usually different on different platforms. Thus, AWT was designed to provide the same functionality on all platforms, but to have the look of a native application. The idea is that you can write your code under Windows and then run it on X Window System or Macintosh and get a more or less native look on each
platform for free. To achieve platform binding, AWT uses interchangeable tool sets that interact with the host window system to display user interface components. This protects the Java application from the details of the environment in which it operates and keeps the API clean. Let's say you're asking AWT to create a button. When an
app or applet starts, a toolkit that matches the host environment displays the button accordingly: windows can get a button similar to other Windows buttons; On Macintosh, you can get a Mac button; And so on. However, AWT had some serious flaws. Worst of all, the use of tools for specific platforms meant that awT applications could be
subtly incompatible across platforms. In addition, AWT lacked advanced user interface components such as trees and grids that were not common in all environments. AWT provided the desired look, but limited the capabilities and true portability of java GUI applications. Swing takes a fundamentally different approach. Instead of using
native tool kits to deliver interface elements such as buttons and combo boxes, Swing components are implemented in Java itself. This means that regardless of the platform you're using, the default Swing button (e.g.) looks the same. However, Swing also provides a powerful, connected API that allows you to create the look of your
native operating system at the Java level. Working on Java makes Swing much less prone to platform-specific bugs that were a problem for AWT. This also means that Swing components are much more flexible and can be expanded and modified in applications in ways that native components can never be. Figure 16-1. The UI
components in the javax.swing package Should be easy to work with the user interface components in Swing. When you create a user interface for your app, you'll be working with a large set of prefabricated components. It's easy to assemble a collection of user interface components (buttons, text areas, etc.) and place them inside
containers to create complex layouts. However, if necessary, you can rely on these simple components to make brand new kinds of interface gadgets that are fully portable and reusable. Swing uses layout managers to organize components inside and managing their size and positioning. Layout executives define the strategy of
organizing components instead of giving absolute positions. For example, you can identify a user interface with a collection collection buttons and text areas and be fairly sure that it will always appear correctly, even if the user resizes the app windows. It doesn't matter which platform or user interface you use; The layout manager should
still position them intelligently towards each other. The following two chapters contain examples that use most of the components in the javax.swing package. Before we dive into these examples, we need to spend some time talking about the concepts Swing uses to create and process user interfaces. This stuff should keep you up to the
point of GUI concepts and how they are used in Java. Herb Schildt is a leading java, C, C, C, and C specialist and a Windows master programmer. Herb's software books have sold more than 3.5 million copies worldwide and have been translated into all major foreign languages. He is the author of numerous bestsellers in Java, including
Java: Full Link, Java: A Beginner's Guide, and Swing: A Beginner's Guide. Page 2 Swing is a graphical toolkit for java's user interface. The javax.swing package (and its many sub-packages) contains classes that represent interface elements such as windows, buttons, combo boxes, trees, tables and menus - everything you need to
create a modern, rich app on the customer's side. Swing is part of a larger collection of software called Java Foundation Classes (JFC), which includes the following APIs: Abstract Window Toolkit (AWT), original UI toolkit and basic graphics classesSwing, a clean JavaAccessibility user interface toolkit that provides tools to integrate non-
standard input and output devices into the user interface of API2D. that supports the JFC drag metaphor, is one of the biggest and most complex parts of the standard Java platform, so there should be no surprise that we'll take a few chapters to discuss this. In fact, we won't even be able to talk about all this, only the most important parts
are-Swing and 2D API. Here's a lay ground: This chapter covers the basic concepts that need to be understood as to build user interfaces with Swing.Chapter 17 discusses the main components from which user interfaces are built: buttons, lists, text fields, flags, and so on. Chapter 18 dives further into the Swing toolkit, describing text
components, trees, tables and other advanced components. Chapter 19 discusses layout managers who are responsible for organizing components in the window. Chapter 20 discusses the basics of drawing, including displaying images. Chapter 21 covers image generation and java.awt.image processing tools. We will throw in audio and
video for good measure. We can't cover all the functionality of Swing in this book; If you want the whole story, see Java Java Mark Loy, Robert Eckstein, Dave Wood, Brian Cole and James Elliott (O'Reilly). Instead, we'll cover the basic tools you're likely to use, and show some examples of what you can do with some of the more
advanced features. Figure 16-1 shows the user interface components classes of the javax.swing package. To understand Swing, he helps understand his predecessor, AWT. As the name suggests, AWT is an abstraction. Like the rest of Java, it was designed to be portable; its functionality is the same for all Java implementations.
However, people usually expect their apps to have a consistent appearance, and these are usually different on different platforms. Thus, AWT was designed to provide the same functionality on all platforms, but to have the look of a native application. The idea is that you can write your code under Windows and then run it on X Window
System or Macintosh and get a more or less native look on each platform for free. To achieve platform binding, AWT uses interchangeable tool sets that interact with the host window system to display user interface components. This protects the Java application from the details of the environment in which it operates and keeps the API
clean. Let's say you're asking AWT to create a button. When an app or applet starts, a toolkit that matches the host environment displays the button accordingly: windows can get a button similar to other Windows buttons; On Macintosh, you can get a Mac button; And so on. However, AWT had some serious flaws. Worst of all, the use of
tools for specific platforms meant that awT applications could be subtly incompatible across platforms. In addition, AWT lacked advanced user interface components such as trees and grids that were not common in all environments. AWT provided the desired look, but limited the capabilities and true portability of java GUI applications.
Swing takes a fundamentally different approach. Instead of using native tool kits to deliver interface elements such as buttons and combo boxes, Swing components are implemented in Java itself. This means that regardless of the platform you're using, the default Swing button (e.g.) looks the same. However, Swing also provides a
powerful, connected API that allows you to create the look of your native operating system at the Java level. Working on Java makes Swing much less prone to platform-specific bugs that were a problem for AWT. This also means that Swing components are much more flexible and can be expanded and modified in applications so that
native components can never Figure 16-1. The UI components in the javax.swing package Should be easy to work with the user interface components in Swing. When you create a user interface for your app, you'll work a large set of prefabricated components. It's easy to assemble a collection of user interface components (buttons, text
areas, etc.) and place them inside containers to create complex layouts. However, if necessary, you can rely on these simple components to make brand new kinds of interface gadgets that are fully portable and reusable. Swing uses layout managers to organize components inside containers and manage their size and positioning.
Layout executives define the strategy of organizing components instead of giving absolute positions. For example, you can identify a user interface with a set of buttons and text areas and be fairly confident that it will always appear correctly, even if the user changes the size of the app window. It doesn't matter which platform or user
interface you use; The layout manager should still position them intelligently towards each other. The following two chapters contain examples that use most of the components in the javax.swing package. Before we dive into these examples, we need to spend some time talking about the concepts Swing uses to create and process user
interfaces. This stuff should keep you up to the point of GUI concepts and how they are used in Java. Java. java swing cookbook pdf
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